
SARAMACCAN AND
SRANAN
Saramaccan and Sranan are said to be clearly and dosely related,

but to have evolved in differentdirectionswithcomparativdy littleoj^rtu-
nity for mutual influence; so that, on account of phonological and lexical

divergence, they are not mutually intelligiUe at the present time (Donide
and Voorhoeve 1963^ p. i). Saramaccan, unlike Sranan, has two relevant

tonal heights, four degrees of vocalic aperture, prenasalized as well as

plain voiced stops, imp^osive as wdl as explosive bllal»al stops. Swadesh*s

loo-item test list, when filled in for these two cre<^, praits to a common
model foF/^ixty-three of their equiviJents (see figures given under list A
in Table 9), but when thk list is expanded, there is a considerate increase

in the proportion of Portuguese-derived w(mb in Saramaccan and of

Dutch-derived wonb in Sranan, widi a corresponding decrease in the

proportion of apparent cognates (see figures under h^ B m the taUe,

whidi refer to seventy-nine equivalents belongifig to Swade^'s sup]^-

mentary list). I have distinguished Dutdi from En^h sources insofar as

seemed possible ; but since the ancestry ofmany forms is clearly Portuguese,

whereas that of none is clearly Spanish, these two pos^ble sources are

grouped together. Some forms appear opposite more than one item of the

list; in these cases the number of different forms attributed to a particular

ancestry is shown by figures in parentheses. Readers who wish to make
their own estimates will find the actual lists and forms in Ch^ter 12 of

this volume.

Saramaccan and (as we shall see) Papiamentu are exceptional among
the West Indian Creoles in showing a considerable Portuguese element in

their basic vocabularies—a phenomenon that is usually attributed to the

presence of Sephardim among the early settlers of Surinam and Curasao.
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TABLE 9. Derivation of 179 Saramaccan and Sranan Words (Based on Swadcsh's Test
UsU)
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question as to just what in the former originated in Africa and what was
acquired in America. Unfortunately, comparatively little has so far been

published on the African Creoles; and I dispose only of brief sketches of

Portuguese Guinea Creole (Wilson 1962), here abbreviated as PGC, and

of Saotomcnse (Valkhoff 1966), here abbreviated as ST, both Portuguese-

based, the latter spoken on the island of Sao Tom^ in the Gulf of Guinea.

To this may be added some as yet unpublished material on Krio, an

English-based Creole spoken in Sierra Leone (here abbreviated as KR).
Something, however, may be gleaned from a comparison of the data

contained in this material with those available for Saramaccan.
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